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CONNECTING THE DOTS
February 2021

Dearest readers,
Global health crises can either lead to the world coming together and rising up to the
challenge, or further widening the cracks that exist in the fabric of our society. The current
Covid-19 pandemic has challenged the international health community once again, bringing
into focus the need for global solidarity when even the most established healthcare systems
have been crippled by the sheer enormity of this crisis.
The current tug-of-war for Covid-19 vaccines and their subsequent distribution wranglings
highlights again the very cracks that extend through all the facets or global health. Whether
it be front-line clinical care, capacity building or research and development, the power in
global health and distribution of resources is controlled by the wealthy, allowing higher
income countries to dictate the discussion, to unilaterally make the decisions, to dominate
the proceedings.
The truth, however, is that we are all connected and an imbalanced world makes us all
vulnerable. Like dominoes, if one falls, we all fall together and this short sighted approach to
the Covid-19 vaccine battle once gain showcases just how much we still have much to learn
from the mistakes we continuously make.
And just like the dots on domino pieces, we need to connect much more cohesively. We are
connected in ways that we perhaps have not even understood fully yet and this 11th issue
of Voices of One Surgery aims to address some of these problems and highlight unique ways
we can connect more cohesively and implement meaningful change that will have long
lasting improvements for us all.
With love always,

Maryam Ali Khan & Florence Van Belleghem
maryam@one.surgery & florence@one.surgery

ALI HAIDER BANGASH
AND
FAKIHA ZAHRA
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INTRODUCTION
Global surgery encompasses the provision of
optimal surgical services in an equitable
environment with no bias (1). A provision of such a
service can be ensured if, and only if, bottlenecks
springing up in the path are identified objectively
and then impartially rooted out with the full force
and will of the scientific and administrative
communities. For example, the enormous costs
associated with screening, initial and subsequent
confirmatory diagnostic tests as well as
management protocols (including pharmacological
interventions and expensive surgical procedures)
are undeniable bottlenecks in realising the dream
of providing equitable, optimal surgical services to
all.
To achieve this noble cause, the scientific
community needs to look into such tools that allow
higher quality of risk-stratification and prediction
accuracy whilst at the same time, are deployed
cost-effectively such that healthcare services are
directed to those who are most in need. Machine
learning (ML) has the right characteristics to be
such a tool, having the property to come up with
models that can be adopted to reduce the
bottlenecks specifically vis-a-vis prevention,
screening, diagnosis and treatment of healthcare
conditions requiring surgical intervention.
With recent advancements in artificial intelligence
in general and machine learning in particular,
recognition of data science as a profession and
adoption of big data in scientific research, one can
not deny that machine learning is in the spotlight
with its exceptional potential to be incorporated in
all facets of healthcare with positive results. It can
therefore be suggested to be an important adjunct
in the global mission of providing access to equal
surgical care.

Machine learning, a specialized field in artificial
intelligence, takes in data points to come up with a
prediction after being trained on a similar dataset. It
has a very easy-to-understand conceptual
framework in its background: train a model and then
test it.
This simplicity of the concept, along with voluminous
data present around that can be leveraged for
training purposes, translate into an exceptionally
large number of possibilities. For surgical care, this is
most beneficial in that such rigorously trained
models can be incorporated into management
protocols to considerably decrease the morbidity
and mortality associated with surgical procedures.
With the widespread adoption of such databases
that are hosted on the cloud and thus provide
decentralized connectivity, the possibilities are
limitless with many more venues requiring prudent
exploration. This all makes the ineffective
time management as well as bogus planning and not
the scarcity of tools the limiting factors to
providing equal-for-all surgical access.
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USE CASES
Applications in Neurotology, Laryngology and Rhinology
Machine learning has been extensively explored for
neurotological, otological, laryngological and rhinological
applications (2-19). Bing et al. comparatively explored three of
the most-applicable machine learning models to predict the
probability of adults recovering from a sudden sensorineural
hearing loss. Unger J et al. developed a close-to-perfect neural
network that detects true-positive cases of laryngeal carcinoma
by taking in video stroboscopic data signals and roots out truenegative cases with a perfect sensitivity and specificity. To put
the significance of the aforementioned applications into context,
around 466 million people are suffering from impairing hearing
loss with estimates indicating that by 2050, one in every 10
people are predicted to be losing their sense of hearing (20).
Africa reports the highest deaths-to-incidence ratio for laryngeal
cancer globally (21).

Prediction of postoperative mortality
Postoperative mortality is associated with an entire
constellation of surgical procedures. Traumatic brain injury
(TBI), with an estimated annual incidence of sixty-nine million
cases (22) , is termed “the highest global cause of morbidity and
mortality” (23). For resource-poor settings where access to
neuroimaging tools is scarce, a cost-effective tool that provides
an instant prediction on prognosis and postoperative mortality
of a TBI case can be that difference between life and death.
Matsuo K et al. explored ML models to predict the morbidity and
mortality associated with TBI and developed a random forest
ML model that could predict the poor outcome with 100%
sensitivity as well as a ridge regression ML model that could
predict mortality by a considerably high sensitivity of 88.4%.
(24) Benedetto U et al. indicated the superiority of machine
learning models when compared with logistic regression in
predicting the postoperative mortality after a cardiac surgical
procedure (25). Such superior ML models can be incorporated
into real-time management protocols hosted on a cloud to
predict the intraoperative as well as postoperative morbidity
and mortality for surgical procedures.
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Risk stratification for optimal allocation of
healthcare resources
In the developing world, hospitals are usually, if not
always, at their full capacity and thus lack of
available care provided to an emergency case, such
as that of a spinal cord injury, translates into higher
average mortality. This roadblock can be minimized
by effective management of healthcare resources.
Martini ML et al. presents an ML-powered
management protocol that undergoes the risk
stratification of patients undergoing spine surgeries,
highlighting patients with a probably longer length of
stay post-surgery such that resources allocation can
be pre-planned to provide optimal care.(26). Such a
protocol can help in optimizing the hospital resource
management to provide the immediate, best
available care.
Optimal incorporation of patient-generated health
data in management protocols
With the hosting of electronic health records and
optimally integrated patient-generated health data
on data lake and cloud servers as well as the
subsequent development of robust ML models can
go a long way in uncovering better protocols to
adopt while approaching research questions
pertaining to healthcare conditions.
Melstrom LG et al. called for the exploration of ML
to provide optimized surgical oncology care by
coming up with such an aforementioned protocol
(27). Such protocols shall translate into bettertrained ML models which will allow the provision of
optimal surgical care at such a level that can be at
best only peripherally conceived at this point of time.
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CONCLUSION
The diverse range of use-cases of such easyto-implement specialized machine learning
models indicates the potential of machine
learning to disrupt the current paradigm of
healthcare services provision. Although the
road to optimal integration of machine
learning in management protocols for
surgical conditions shall surely be a difficult
one to tread with ethical issues to be
considered and many stakeholders to take
on board, an ethically-compliant, robust
healthcare environment that is highly costeffective, accurate and precise in providing
equitable surgical access to all shall be
worth all the tiresome efforts. One only
needs to persevere in the right direction
anall the pieces of this puzzle shall fall in
their right places.
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SURGERY IN
THE LIBYAN
CIVIL WAR

MOHAMMED ELMAJEE
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Mohamed is a junior surgical trauma doctor, and
worked as a surgeon during the Libyan civil war in
North Africa from February 2011 until January
2013. He reports from his experience in Misurata, a
coastal city located 200 kilometres to the east from
the capital, Tripoli.
On February 19, 2011, at about 8 p.m.
local time, I was on my way home after a long day
shift at my local hospital and I saw for the first
time ever, protesters chanting against Gaddafi
(the ruler of Libya for more than 42 years). This
immediately worried me, knowing that tensions
were rising in the region and unfortunately, the
situation evolved extremely quickly. In the
remaining weeks of February and early March, a
violent struggle commenced, marking the
beginning of a years-long bloodshed that still has
dramatic implications both locally in Libya and
regionally throughout the Middle East to this day.
Within our hospitals, we were not
prepared for war or mass casualties. In my city,
Misurata, where I live and trained as a junior
orthopaedic doctor, the hospital had only nine
beds in the trauma and orthopaedic department.
Unfortunately, training, was inadequate,
unstructured and irregular, with very limited
resources.

They never contributed in the protests, yet they
were jailed and no information was given
to our family for months. The remaining part of my
family (mum and sister) were internally abducted to
the southern part of the country. I remember these
dark days very well where I did not know anything
about anyone in my family, if they were alive or
dead, and since all telecommunications were shut
down, I had no way of finding out further
information. I was extremely worried about them, I
had little sleep during that time and suffered from
depression and anxiety. Despite of all what was
going on my personal life, I continued practising
medicine, helping war-injured causalities turning
up to our hospital
As the conflict continued, the war weaponry
became more advanced, with the use of antiaircraft guns, rocket-propelled grenades and
machine guns. Needless to say, the number of
causalities dramatically increased and
overwhelmed the only hospital in the city. The
capacity was extremely limited, with lots of hospital
staff already fleeing and the hospital management
having no other resources or other hospitals to
refer patients to alleviate the pressures the
hospital staff were experiencing.

Our hospital was inundated with lots of injured
people including protesters, armed belligerents,
There was a sudden mass clampdown on
Gaddafi loyalists and civilians. On 6th March
movement and gatherings, including censorship of 2011, we received 200 causalities in just one day.
the internet (Facebook played a huge part in this
The scene was chaotic, injured people were in
conflict), leading to multiple arrests of protestors, every corner of the hospital, people were having
general lawlessness, widespread use of
first aid and resuscitation on the floor as there
mercenaries, resulting in an eruption of violence
were no capacities and unfortunately, we had to
across the whole country. Among those who were prioritise patients based who will most likely to live.
arrested, tortured and nearly killed were my
Limb saving (an emergency in any basic
family members. In the first two weeks of March,
orthopaedic teaching) was not possible in our case.
two of my brothers were arrested, taken away and All the wards were full, the intensive care unit was
tortured without any charges.
overwhelmed and could not cope.
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For orthopaedic surgery, theatre resources
were extremely limited (we had one old external
fixator set, one x-ray machine to make pictures
in theatres (which was frequently out of order)
and two theatre rooms for all surgical
specialities! There were no plastic surgeons
available to assist in the massive number of limb
injuries and soft tissue defects we received at
the time. All of this meant that we had to do
external fixation of open fractures, often
without x-ray, no plastic surgery involvement
and often throughout night, to allow for the lifethreatening injuries to be prioritised during the
day. In fact, our operating list routinely started
at 12 midnight and finished at 7 am in the
following morning.
These night shifts were our golden time to save
limbs. As a department, we had to invent ways to
treat the miserable injuries we received. For
instance, we used to bring external fixator pins
from the local workshops, sterilise them and use
it to fix bones or use blood bottle tubes and Kwires to fix small bones of the hand and foot.

I remember one case particularly well. On a busy
night shift, we had one patient who sustained a
very severe injury to his hand and wrist to the
extent it was extremely difficult to assess in the
emergency department, we had been told "it is
just hanging off by the skin". We decided to
examine the patient under general anaesthesia,
and when we exposed his right hand and wrist,
it turned out to be a completely destroyed and
the consultant decided that the hand could
simply not be salvaged given our circumstances.
However, prior to the procedure, the patient
still believed his hand could be saved even
though we could not reassure him of this. As we
proceeded to amputation, I was thinking about
what I will say to patient once he is awake. I
could not sleep well that night, just thinking
about the patient and the difficult decisions we
were facing every day of this conflict. The
following morning, I saw the patient coming
toward me in a corridor, and to be honest I tried
to avoid meeting him (the situation was so
volatile and I was worried about what he would
say after we amputated his right hand). What
happened next stunned me to this date even
after more than 10 years have passed. The
patient (a friend now by the way) came toward
me and smiled and gave me a big hug!
I was shocked and smiled as well and he said ,
"Doctor, do not worry about my hand, I am sure
you have done your best to save it and you have
done a great job, thank you for saving my life, I
lost my hand for sake of defending our city and I
am happy to lose my life too for the same sake."
After those words, I too, was full of tears.
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We have learnt a lot from all of these
experiences and few of these lessons are: if an
amputation is indicated it should be done
without any delay, particularly in a conflict
setting. A thorough debridement is key and
repeated washout should be considered along
with aggressive management of any devitalised
tissues (soft or bony). I know this might sound
basic for many of us, but please consider these
issues within the context of what I have
mentioned above.
The ongoing conflict has severely impacted all
aspects of life in an already fragile system in
Libya. By the end of February 2011, supplies of
medicine, fuel and food were dangerously low in
many centres across the country. In early March,
the fighting across Libya and in cities like
Misurata meant that thousands of people fleeing
the conflict or still inside the country needed
humanitarian aid. At one point toward midMarch, Misurata was besieged from 3 different
sides leaving only the Mediterranean Sea in
front of the Misuratans. The fighting became
extremely fierce and at one point, the hospital
was on the brink of being invaded.
I felt really proud to be a Misuratan and a Libyan
(and I still am) after what I have seen of sacrifice
and team work I have never seen before! After
the defeat of Gaddafi, divisions have appeared
unfortunately and local conflicts have continued
in the region. The inherited legacy from the
Gaddafi era, interference from both regional and
international countries have also ignited and
fuelled the current situation in Libya.

The civil war changed the demographics,
economic and social landscapes of Libya forever.
I have gained significant surgical/clinical
experience out of the Libyan conflict and I will
never forget the horrific injuries I have seen and
lessons learnt from these injuries. All
Libyans need to stand together to build their
country, and I am very confident that Libya will
come out of the current turmoil more united and
stronger than ever before.

About the author

Mohammed is a specialty training registrar in
Birmingham, on the orthopaedic training
program, United Kingdom
E-mail: mohammedelmajee@doctors.net.uk

BLURRING THE LINES THAT
DIVIDE THE DOTS: GLOBAL
STRATEGIES TO AID LOCAL
IMPLEMENTATION
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Even well thought-out, evidence based and robustly
supported initiatives find their weakest link in local
implementation. The Surgical Safety Checklist is a
well documented example.(1) Although there is
ample evidence of the improvement in outcomes—
reduced mortality and surgical site infection rate—
when correctly applied, local implementation is
never trivial and requires painstaking lobbying and
hard work to promote acceptance or even a hint of
culture change; despite it being part of the WHO
Safe Surgery Saves Lives Initiative and its adoption
as an essential tool in national and international
quality improvement programs in surgical care.

Even robust scientific evidence can prove conflictive
and be read differently when considering local
practice, resources and priorities. These examples
are extremely complex and at first sight they don’t
relate to surgical practice, nevertheless they
highlight the disconnect between what should be and
what is. They strike a cord with what most general
surgeons in low and medium countries as well as in
rural hospitals just miles away from academic centers
in high income countries have faced at least once
every surgical congress-cycle: “Yes, I know what the
evidence shows, but how am I to implement it at my
hospital?”

The resistance to adopting safer practices in surgery
is an ever present dilemma. It would be naïve to
think that it is a 21st century problem. Although we
romanticize past breakthroughs such as the
introduction of antiseptics to surgical practice, it
was nothing short of a lifetime's work—and then
some—which took Joseph Lister to come upon, try,
locally implement and eventually begin to
disseminate the practice in the nineteenth century.

Let’s talk, for instance, abdominal wall closure after
laparotomy, an issue at the heart of global disparity
of access to safe surgery. With LMIC having
significantly less minimally invasive surgery rates as
HIC, the impact of an abdominal incisional hernia
prevention intervention would be most welcomed
where it is most likely to be felt. The authors of a well
designed multi center randomized clinical trial on
abdominal wall closure after laparotomy—STITCH
trial (2)—undoubtedly faced their share of obstacles
to overcome designing, conducting and eventually
publishing their results.

Neither is local resistance to implementation of
evidence based best practices a problem exclusive
to surgeons. We can see similarities in other areas,
such as carbon emission goals or waste treatment.

"Collaborative global research will
only go so far; implementation of
change will always be a challenge.
Luckily there are other paradigms
that still need further global
exploration."
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Yet, once the peer-reviewed evidence is out and this
and other evidence is weighed in congress talks and
presentations, the pressure to adopt the new
evidence-based practice is high within hospitals with
contexts similar to the ones where the study was
conducted, presumably with support for expedite
implementation. Even then, well structured
educational efforts to safely introduce the practice
may be insufficient for solid and durable
implementation as shown in a recent study (3).
The pressure — and support— to adopt the new
practice, however, diminishes drastically once you are
away from the controlled setting or a similarly
controlled setting of a teaching academic hospital.
Does the data apply to my population? Are the
resources used even available in my area? I know what
the data says, but where is the step-by-step technique
in the paper? If you perchance happen upon the paper,
talks or webinars, sometimes at personal expense, and
you are not the head of your department, chances are
that you might find yourself alone and with no one to
“have your back” in case your change in practice
results in a complication—which eventually it will. If
the evidence suggests that the use of a locally
unavailable suture type is best practice, will you be
able to cut the red tape on your own to implement
change? As much as globalization and electronic media
permits us to access high quality evidence—paywalls
notwithstanding—at a speed not imaginable in the
nineteenth century, general surgeons in first and
second tier hospitals are today, just as centuries ago,
on their own at the table in front of a patient, having to
decide if a change in practice on that patient is worth
the risk to their patient, their reputation and their
occupational wellbeing.
Considering how difficult it has been traditionally for
surgeons to conduct sufficiently powered controlled
randomized clinical trials for any clinically relevant
question, it is a shame that all that effort has an effect
on so few settings (Five years after its publication and
replication, only 35% of surgeons have adopted it as
per one informal Twitter survey in 2020).

For surgeons and policy makers in LMIC, the sole fact
that the evidence comes from academic centers in
HIC, is usually paradoxically cited as the main reason
why it can’t be adopted locally; a secondary gain
phenomena for budget pressured heads of surgical
departments.
Here, the concept of global surgery and collaborative
research have a great opportunity to blur the ample
differences and sometimes very bold lines that
separate the dots that need connection. By designing
trials differently, acknowledging that many surgical
research questions don’t necessarily fit the RCT
design, and being inclusive for patients and
colleagues in LMIC, the evidence acquired through
trials like, for example, CovidSurg and CHEETAH
(University of Birmingham) have a greater potential
to influence better practice that follows the data to a
greater extent benefiting more patients sooner after
publication. The inclusion of colleagues from nonacademic centers is at the core of it, since they will
tend to replicate the data at a local level with knowhow. This breaks barriers, acknowledges that the
academic surgeon is not a separate entity from other
colleagues. That the hands-on-surgeon is not a less
scientifically inclined colleague, but one who by
choice or opportunity has the case-numbers and
responsibility to benefit more patients when he is
recognized as part of a global research team.
Collaborative global research will only go so far;
implementation of change will always be a challenge.
Luckily there are other paradigms that still need
further global exploration. Qualitative research in
surgery can be an invaluable tool to connect the final
dots, particularly when it comes to implementation
and resistance to change. Of recent, the reasons
behind surgeons’ deviation from guideline
recommended practice in inguinal hernia repair have
been explored in a controlled setting, giving us
insight and not only numbers relative to why we
resist change or how we rationalize our decisions (4).
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Qualitative research is a tool that may help us
objectively document and disseminate what is locally
relevant for implementation from the actual people
on the ground —surgeons and patients alike. More
local research of this kind together with
multidisciplinary and global research collaborations
with non-traditional study designs, aided by robust
dissemination strategies and platforms like
OneSurgery, GlobalSurg and others, will help
patients worldwide gain continuous access to better
and safer surgical care and make better and happier
surgeons of all of us.
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Background
Scientific research has been published at an unprecedented rate. In the year
2020 alone, on the single topic of Covid 19, 80 thousand articles were published
and indexed in PubMed. The pandemic has opened up an uncharted sea enticing
researchers and journals to publish new data. Early career researchers (ECR)
see this as a novel opportunity and a training ground to learn how to conduct a
study. A sudden rise of demand on new evidence and supply of ECR emerged
and this led to a wave of opportunities for all. Opening up more reasons to
conduct studies, many ECR started to join different study groups and
participated in the data collection process with a promise to have named
authorship. These naïve and hopeful, researchers are either preyed by the
sharks or mentored by the dolphins in academic surgery.
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The Sharks
Academic surgeons have a burden to meet their institutional key performance indicator (KPI) and to
meet this, they need publications stat! Thankfully, research associates are at their disposal, able to
collect data and offload their own academic work. Sharks promise junior researchers that they can
publish these sets of data collections and lure them in. Their position of authority is quite useful too,
simply praising their prey and verbally validating them to ensure quality data is collected. Once the data
is collected, analyzed and interpreted, the final manuscript can be drafted up and publish a final version,
including all the other main authors.
What about those minnows who collected the data? Surely they did not really contribute to the article
as anyone can collect data. Their workload is so much less than what the shark did and sharks have
better things to worry about. With the submission process set in motion, sharks now get all author
signatures and submit the article that the research associates worked so hard on. Journals nowadays
request for transparency in the contribution of each author. Technically, the associate collected the
data, but the shark is the named author so shall report themselves to have contributed the major sample
data collected n=160(34%). The acknowledgement section is quite a useful section but the other
authors never mentioned putting their associates there either, as those ocean dwellers do not want to
disrupt the status quo. It is probably for the best not to bring it up. As academics, sharks have completed
their work. Now that the article is published, sharks report to the university on their achievement.
Eventually, the shark maybe confronted by the minnows about the authorship. As usual, the shark can
brush this off because this is a standard of practice in many universities. The associate’s job scope is to
assist academics in writing and in exchange for their work, they are paid with cash. The article has
already been submitted, there is nothing to be done now!. Sharks still win because they are still in a
position of authority along with potentially controlling the associate’s future career advancement.
Eventually, this nurtures future sharks in academics and turns them into cynics. It’s nothing personal, it’s
just academics an ocean competition.
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The Dolphins
On the other side of academics, the dolphins identify the
issues in unethical publication practices. They are called the
International committee of medical journal editors (ICMJE)
and the committee on publication ethics (COPE).
These guidelines provide a comprehensive ethical guide to
publication for all parties. These dolphins are profusely
cited and recommended for all authors to read in the
authors guide in a multitude of journals. The ICMJE
guideline particularly states 4 easily identifiable criteria for
a named author.
Even if an individual contributed less than the criteria, they
should be acknowledged and provide due respect to their
time and effort spent. COPE provides a variety of
experiences around the world, similar to the above
scenario. Articles in the steps to confronting these issues
have been thoroughly described to further elaborate the
rampant nature of these issues. The basis of ethical
publication is simple respect to the work and time spent on
a project. Instead of monetary incentive, unless previously
agreed and stated upon before the project, every
participating individual’s work should not be discounted or
completely ignored. Not only this is unprofessional, but it
also brews micro angst and resentment which can be
translated into clinical performances. What does it take to
play in the major leagues of academics? The cutthroat traits
and throwing friends under the bus? Or to pay respects due
to those who truly deserve them? Every mentor has the
responsibility of forming the future generation of dolphins
and ethical authorship. The choice is ultimately upon every
author to actively become a shark or a dolphin in
academics.
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Conclusion and recommendations
We can not control who the sharks or dolphins are to
mentor us. However, we can prepare ourselves and
know our rights as an author. Promises are easily
broken unless it is written in an agreement or a
memorandum of understanding. Nothing is certain
until the terms and conditions for each party are
clearly defined and understood from the stakeholders.
A spreadsheet to track every contribution should also
be documented to review the works of each author at
the submission stage to justify the order of the
authors. A fully upfront, transparent and healthy work
dynamic between all authors is very much encouraged.
Confronting this future problem earlier on can also
save the future relationship with your mentor.
Reporting to settle a dispute between authors is never
a favourable way to go especially when ECR are
dependent on the mentor’s recommendation to
further their careers.
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The status quo of academic publishing
Academic journals date back to the 17th century
with the first medical journals published in the late
18th century (1). Over the next 200 years, medical
journals have become the most essential form of
communication for medical researchers and
clinicians all over the world. It is now estimated
almost 2 million scientific articles are published
each year (2).
The rise of the internet has made content more
accessible with the development of new and
innovative models of publishing, moving away from
traditional printed journals, to online access, web
archives and repositories. Furthermore, a more
digitally connected world has allowed greater global
collaboration between researchers from east and
west, north and south.

With our smaller, more connected world, the
publishing industry has tried to evolve and adapt
to the growing needs of the consumers of medical
research, with a greater push towards open
access scientific articles and more accessibility to
all. However, despite a surge in open access
journals, drawbacks still exist regarding the
newer publishing models, with a worrying rise in
predatory journals (3) and a dramatic increase in
publishing costs, with article processing charges
up to $10,000 now billed to the authors for the
pleasure of publishing their work.
Understandably, this is now causing alarm,
particularly within the the global health and
global surgery communities, where such
publishing fees are beyond the reasonable means
for researchers in lower income settings. (4)
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The truth is, we can all agree there is a major
problem within our publishing sector - now firmly
established as a multibillion dollar industry. At its
most basic analysis, the creators of medical
knowledge (researchers) work tirelessly, and often
without recompense, to contribute new information
to their respective communities in order to improve
the lives of patients. This newly created medical
knowledge is peer-reviewed by like minded
scientists, again, often without payment, to ensure
the science is valid. Once the science is created and
validated, often the result of months or years of
respected work, this is handed over to a medical
journal, either by signing over all legal ownership of
the work, or if the article is published as open
access, researchers are held hostage by the journal
to their enormous article processing fees. This is a
skewed relationship, where one industry is clearly
profiteering off the dedicated works of another.

A new paradigm: Transparent, high quality, low
cost peer-reviewed journals, backed by the
community, powered by cryptocurrency
One.Surgery recently successfully fundraised
with the Bitcoin Cash community to fund a new
project, aiming to launch a revolutionary new
peer-review journal model. The model is
exceedingly simply and removes profiteering
from the publishing industry, with the aim to
make all research publications affordable to the
community with 100% transparent accounting.
By utilising the unique properties of
cryptocurrency and in particular, our partnership
with Bitcoin Cash, we hope to create the first
ever, fully scalable crypto-powered journal that
solves some significant roadblocks that currently
exist within our publishing industry.

AN AFFORDABLE, TRANSPARENT, HIGH QUALITY,
PEER REVIEW JOURNAL THAT IS ACCESSIBLE TO
ALL, POWERED BY BITCOIN CASH

HOW THE JOURNAL MODEL WORKS
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1. AUTHORS SUBMIT THEIR WORK AS usual
As standard practice, authors will submit their scientific work
through a custom built manuscript submission platform to the
journal.

HOW DOES BITCOIN CASH WORK
AND OPEN UP THE PAYMENT
SYSTEM FOR THIS NEW JOURNAL

2. THE WORK UNDERGOES PEER-REVIEW

Bitcoin Cash is a cryptocurrency

Again, as standard practice, the work undergoes peer review by

established in 2017 with a thriving

a body of peer reviewers affiliated with the journal. As an

and dedicated online community.

appreciation, there maybe a possibility of peer reviewers
earning a small stipend in cryptocurrency for their work.

3. If ACCEPTED, THE JOURNAL PUBLISHES THE ARTICLE
WITH A TRANSPARENt PRICE TAG

This currency allows instant peerto-peer payments with minimal
transaction fees. It is borderless and
permission-less, meaning anyone in

Once the article is accepted, edited and undergone type-

the world with a basic internet

setting, the journal will publish the article and submit it to

connection can create a wallet and

relevant databases and archives. The journal will also publish to

transact with the currency, with no

the readers the exact expense it paid to create the article,

barriers, restrictions or red-tape.

including a breakdown of all fees. With modern web software, it
is anticipated this price tag will be approximately $50-$100 per

By utilising such innovative

article.

technology and with the journal

4. ANY BITCOIN CASH MICROPAYMENT Can ACCESS ThE ARTICLE

being able to accept

The journal will accept any size of bitcoin cash payment to access
the article, ranging from a micropayment of $0.10, to the full
price tag of the article. Anyone who makes any size of payment,
will have full downloadable access of the article, Furthermore,
any payment received for the article will lower the overall article

micropayments (with no added
fees), it truly means anyone in the
world can obtain a bitcoin cash
wallet and access peer reviewed
science with any payments they

price tag, til the price becomes $0. Once $0 is achieved, the

choose to afford, and also

journal has recouped its full publishing costs, and the article is

contribute to the overall community

opened to the entire community as community owned, copyright

funding to create open access, high

free. For example, if an article is published with a price tag of $50,

quality, peer review work - ensuring

anyone in the community can choose to pay the entire fee to

no financial resources ever leave

open up the article (for example, the author, a philanthropist, an

the scientific community.

invested university etc), or, multiple users throughout out the
world can combine to simply pay a minimum amount each to
access the article whilst slowly contributing to create a lower
remaining price tag.
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ADVANTAGES
1. MAINTAINS COMmunitY PRESSURE ON QUALITY
The journal will only recoup their expenses if the
community chooses to pay for that specific article. This
ensures the journal has a vested interest in only publishing
articles they feel will add value to the community.

2. RECOGNISES CONTRIBUTIONS
By offering potential stipends to peer reviewers, and
potentially to authors also, the journal recognises the time
and dedication that researchers provide to the world of

NEXT STEPS

science, and funding is put back into the community.

One.Surgery will now begin a consulting

3. REDUCES NEED FOR PIRACY AND PREDATORY
JOURNALs

process with the global surgery and bitcoin

By making every article affordable and accessible to
everyone in the world, the journal lessens the need for
piracy, and reduces the opportunity for predatory
journals to extort money from unsuspecting
researchers.

cash communities in order to establish an
editorial board and develop a road map to
bring the project to fruition.
We also invite volunteers to join the
project, including potential peer reviewers.

4. THE COMMUNITY FUNDS THE ARTICLE

Our aim is to launch the journal officially

Since the community ultimately pays for the article

within 2021.

expenses (to open the article), the community will also
have an incentive to share the article with peers and

For any questions or queries, please

disseminate the work.

contact Saqib Noor at: saqib@one.surgery

5. TRANSPARENt finances
As the journal transparently publishes all its expenses, the
community is aware where the costs are to going to
publish work.

6. scalable
The journal will be built in such a way to allow seemless
duplication, with minimal technical knowledge - allowing
other editorial boards and communities to produce their
own unique crypto journal with the same model, with
minimal set-up fees and full tech support.
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Jeanne is a fifty-three year old woman living on the
outskirts of Haiti’s capital, Port-au-Prince.
Since her husband’s passing, she has been taking care
of her five children alone. A year ago, Jeanne noticed
a bump on her breast. She hesitated going to the
doctor. Only recently, a year after first noticing that
small bump, she finally decided to make an
appointment. However, for Jeanne this decision to
seek care comes with significant costs, both for the
consultation and potential exams.
With an income of less than $150 a month, these
costs pose a severe financial barrier. A single
doctor's visit costs at least $30 and even basic
laboratory testing costs up to $150. After visiting
several offices for evaluation, Jeanne arrived
eventually at my facility, Higgins Brother
Surgicenter.
The Higgins Brother Surgicenter is a rural nonprofit surgical center where patients are never
turned down and where patients who cannot
afford the care they need are treated free of any
charges.
When I started examining Jeanne, I immediately
noticed a large breast mass with ulcerated skin,
suggesting an already advanced stage breast
cancer. Over her medical pilgrimage, Jeanne went
to numerous facilities to obtain diagnostic tests to
help design a treatment plan. However, due to the
large number of patients seeking help and the
limitations of the availability of diagnostic testing
in Haiti, there was a delay of several months before
we eventually obtained accurate information
concerning her exact diagnosis.
Once we finally received the results, precious time
had already been lost. Time that has been proven
crucial in these patients who already presented
with a significant delay after developing symptoms
for the first time.

Nevertheless, after carefully examining her test
results and clinical evaluation, I concluded that the
best possible treatment plan for Jeanne included
both pre- and postoperative chemotherapy to
provide her the best chances of survival. However,
planning a chemotherapy regimen involves a
necessary pathological examination of the cancerous
tissue. Once again, the lack of proper and timely
access to diagnostic testing pushed back our
treatment plan by months. A waste of precious
months that Jeanne simply could not afford.
In Haiti, a pathological examination is expensive and
takes at least 30 days, mainly caused by the very
small number of available pathologists in the country.
Chemotherapy is also very expensive and often not
available. With these barriers in mind, I began
considering alternatives for Jeanne. I did not know if
she would ever be able to pay for not only the
necessary pathological examination but also the
probably life-saving chemotherapy for her severe
stage of breast cancer.
Should I just wait for the results of the biopsy, with
the possibility that these might arrive after months
and months of precious time or not even at all? And
even when the results are finally in, I would still have
to wait a significant amount of time before being able
to start with the appropriate chemotherapy. And all
this waiting would probably result in postponing the
surgical intervention until it is too late..
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But what alternatives do we have in this terrible
predicament? Should I just surgically remove her
breast without any preoperative chemotherapy,
hoping that Jeanne will at least have access to
postoperative chemotherapy after the procedure? I
was in agony. What could I really offer this hopeful
patient whose care had already been delayed for far
too long?
A few months ago, our world was shaken by the
covid pandemic, a foe we have yet to defeat. Some
countries responded to the pandemic better than
others, but almost all showed one severe weakness
within their health system: timely access to
diagnostics. The failed responses to this crisis has
brought up the issue of adequate and readily
available diagnostics in health care systems of both
high- and low-income countries. This imposed the
necessity of a re-evaluation of how we choose to
prioritize diagnostics in modern health systems.
In Haiti the challenge of diagnostic testing has
always existed. A patient, even if they are
financially prepared, has to go through several
laboratories and facilities to be able to complete a
pre-operative assessment.

"WHAT COULD I REALLY
OFFER THIS HOPEFUL
PATIENT WHOSE CARE
HAD ALREADY BEEN
DELAYED FOR FAR TOO
LONG?"
Currently, there are only 4 pathology
institutions and 3 imaging labs for the entire
country. Associated with this small number, is
the fact that they are all concentrated in one
place, the capital, Port-au-Prince, resulting in
even more challenging accessibility issues for
the rural communities.
Financially, the price of diagnostics is way too
high for the small purses of the people of rural
communities. Patients coming from these rural
communities have often already lost a
significant amount of precious time arriving at
our center without realizing they still have a
long way to go before possibly receiving the
surgery that might be their only chance to live.
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With the launch of the Lancet Commission on
Diagnostics in 2019, I hope that our national health
care system will prioritize disciplines that enable
high-quality surgical management, such as
pathology and radiology, and increase their funding
and research.
Furthermore I hope that adequate advocacy will be
organized to help raise awareness of the importance
of surgery as an ecosystem that incorporates
diverse but interdependent systems fully functional
to provide qualitative surgical care for patients like
Jeanne.
Given the enormous impact diagnostics has on the
care and treatment of patients, it is evident to
include diagnostics in the universal health coverage
(UHC) global objective. On December 12th 2020,
we celebrated the International UHC Day 2020, a
chance to celebrate and increase awareness for the
need of diagnostics as a crucial part of health
coverage.

COVID-19 has proven to us all how much work
and investment we still need to build health
systems that offer adequate care to all. We believe
that the future of UHC, and therefore our lives,
depends on further establishing appropriate
health care systems. We cannot afford to wait any
longer to invest in affordable and accessible
diagnostic services.
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The Coronavirus Disease 19 (Covid-19) pandemic
has become a major global health subject around
the globe including in Malaysia. In addition to the
threat to public health, economic and social
disruption, it has also threatened the medical
students, especially those who are enthusiastic to
learn more about global surgery and universal
health coverage (UHC). In this article, I will share
how the Covid-19 pandemic has affected medical
students with interests in global surgery in
Malaysia from my perspective and experience.
On the 25th January 2020, the first case of
COVID-19 was detected in Malaysia and traced
back to three Chinese nationals who previously
had close contact with an infected person in
Singapore. They had traveled into Malaysia via
Singapore on the 24th January 2020 and were
treated at Sungai Buloh Hospital, Selangor,
Malaysia.
At that point in my life as a medical student with
an interest in global surgery, I couldn’t “connect
the dots” on how this would affect me during my
clinical phase of my medical studies.

FOR MORE THAN A DECADE
NOW, MEDICAL SCHOOLS
HAVE BEEN WORKING TO
TRANSFORM PEDAGOGY
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

For more than a decade now, medical schools
have been working to transform pedagogy
through technology by reducing didactic lectures,
enhancing laboratory learning (including
anatomy) and implementing team-facilitated, selfdirected learning, the clinical component of
medical learning remains the centre piece of the
educational process.
However, in relation to the pandemic, as medical
students, we were prohibited from all patient
contact, including clerking patients from all
departments, including the department of surgery
and department of obstetrics and gynaecology,
where my passion lies.
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It has always been my interest to explore
patients' delays to admission, where I can relate
to the Three Delays Framework. This framework
is a tool recommended by the Lancet Commission
on Global Surgery (LCoGS) to quantify the stages
of delay to emergency surgical care and breaks
down the total delay from symptom onset to the
ultimate receipt of surgical care into three
distinct stages.
As a future medical doctor, it will always be my
role and responsibility to understand this
framework precisely and contribute for a better
outcome of surgery without delays and prevent
premature death. However, this Covid-19
pandemic has certainly affected a big group of
medical students in this
middle-income country from Southern Asia and
our ability to engage with global surgery projects.
As the infection rates increased, my medical
school began to pause the clinical rotations and
remove students from the hospital environment
that as it became the center for Covid-19
patients in Malaysia from March 17, 2020.
However, some non-Covid center hospitals did
not pause the entrance of medical students in
their hospital because medical schools made an
individualized decisions based on unique
circumstances.
Then, begins our life into virtual medical
education in a very unexpected way - called
online classes and universally described as the
“new norm” for medical students. However,
comparing learning on an online platform and
managing patients in real life is like comparing
the difference of the language of sea and sky.
William Osler once quoted “He who studies
medicine without books sails an uncharted sea,
but he who studies medicine without patients
does not go to sea at all”.

AS THE INFECTION RATES
INCREASED, MY MEDICAL
SCHOOL BEGAN TO PAUSE
THE CLINICAL ROTATIONS
AND REMOVE STUDENTS
FROM THE HOSPITAL
ENVIRONMENT
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This pandemic has certainly made me look back at this
powerful quote and I realize that healthcare education
cannot switch gears and completely tap into
technology. Although online learning, especially for
medical students has a big potential to become
mainstream in future, I feel bridging the gap between
knowledge acquisition and its application is affected
way too much. Additionally, medical educators and
lecturers who are generally good clinicians ,
educational tutors and mentors also face a
tremendous challenge. This is because many of them
are not used to teaching and learning on an electronic
platform compounded by various barriers such as time
constraints, poor technical skills, inadequate
infrastructure and a lack of institutional support.

ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
COIN, GLOBAL SURGEONS
AND GLOBAL SURGERY
ENTHUSIASTS HAVE HAD A
UNIQUE ADVANTAGE TO
REACH THE PASSIONATE
MEDICAL STUDENTS WITH
AN INTEREST IN GLOBAL
SURGERY AROUND
THE GLOBE.

Yet Covid-19 has at least given an opportunity for us
to develop unexplored areas of technology-based
medical education. Our platform has been used by my
lecturers with an interest in global surgery to exploit
and discuss more on the basic concepts of global
surgery and social determinants impacting the global
surgical diseases with us. Therefore, when Covid-19
resolves one day, massive transformative changes are
expected in medical education through the use of
materializing technology which will bridge the gap
between knowledge acquired and application of it to
the patients to bring a positive change and better
outcome as a competent doctor and surgeon in future.
Many global surgery-related webinars, forums,
workshops, and symposiums have been held with a
fantastic group of global surgery advocates lead the
webinars such as Dr.Kee B.Park who is a faculty
member at the Program in Global Surgery and Social
Change (PGSSC) at the Harvard Medical School,
Professor Emmanuel Malabo Makasa, who is an
Honorary Adjunct Professor for Global Surgery in the
University of Witwatersrand, South Africa and many
others who inspired me to explore more on global
surgery.

This clearly shows that globally-minded
surgeons are on the cutting edge using
innovation and new technology to teach their
craft but it is impossible for the students to
learn the craft without the craft kit and a
place to learn it for a long period. Taking
everything into account, this made me say
that Covid-19 has certainly increased the gap
(not bridging) for the medical students with
an interest in global surgery in Malaysia and
clearly not letting us to “connect the dots”.
With the development and approval of the
Covid-19 vaccine, despite the growth of
online learning, I really hope medical students
will get back to physically being available in
their respective educational institutions again
to improve the overall learning environment.
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